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**Short description of possible research topics for a PhD:** (10-15 lines in English + optional figure)

We have designed and built a new intelligent and connected robotic production workshop. Several international PhD students are already working on topics such as flexibility of operations, predictive maintenance, the digital twin and network architecture (distributed system).

We invite you to join this team of researchers and contribute to advance industrialization performance. As you can see in the opposite illustration, the workshop is made up of Kuka robots and several numerically controlled machine tools, as for the IoT layer is made up of different sensors and smart cameras. In addition, the controlling of the various operations is carried out by Wonderware numerical platform.

The subject that we propose is how the data generated by the manufacturing processes can be used to optimize the design of the product?  
This thesis offer can be carried out jointly with a partner university (cotutelle)

**Required background of the student:** (What should be the main field of study of the applicant before applying?)

- Design process, smart industry, industrial computer science, optimization methods
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